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The Haftarah (Melachim 2,5) tells us of who was the chief of the army ,נעמן
of Aram. He was a great warrior who was looked up to and respected by all. נעמן
was stricken with Tsara'at & could not find a cure. During one of his victories, he
had captured a young Jewish girl. She came to her mistress saying, “Amongst
the Jews there is a Navi (Prophet), who can cure your husband of his Tsara'at. If
you speak to their king he would pray to Hashem for him.” Eventually נעמן
traveled to Erets Yisrael to seek Elisha the Prophet. However, before had נעמן
reached Elisha, he had already been sent a message from Elisha, by way of
messenger. Elisha told him, “You must dip in the Jordan River seven times & then
your skin will be cured & pure”. Hearing such advice from a prophet had enraged
who had claimed that the rivers of Damascus are better than all the rivers ,נעמן
in Erets Yisrael. He then began poking fun & ridiculing the words of the Prophet.
As he was proceeding to return home, members of his entourage convinced him
to, at least, try what the prophet set, since, they reasoned, “We are already
here.” He then dipped in the Jordan seven times as the prophet had said & his
skin turned to the youth of a young boy & was cured. He then returned to Elisha
& claimed, “I now know that there is no other gods in the world except for the
Hashem of Yisrael”. He requested that Elisha should accept a gracious present
from him, which was an enormous amount of gold and silver plus garments.
Elisha refused to take anything from for fear that this would diminish his full נעמן
faith in Hashem, & so he should realize the holiness of pious Jews. then נעמן
asked if he could take back with him a sack load of earth from Erets Yisrael, since
he would not worship any other gods & will not sacrifice to them, but only to the
one G-d of the world.

An interesting question was raised here by Harav Chayim Zaytchik zt”l. Why
did have to request some earth to take home? He had plenty of servants נעמן
that could just dig up the dirt & no one would notice. He (Continued on page 2)
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answers: was impressed by the holiness and sincerity of נעמן
the prophet, so that his natural instincts to take things without permission were
subdued & he could not take anything that did not belong to him. The sense of
was imbued in him. How much can one do for others by just being (theft) גזל
polite & wanting to help them! Sincerity affects the heart of anyone. Our Rabbis
explain that because of this, was ready to convert to Judaism, as one can נעמן
see from the Pesukim. At the end, he did not convert completely, but became a
Ger that would not worship idols. What happened that changed his mind? One
reason is that he delayed in accepting upon himself (conversion) גרות
immediately. He was definitely inspired by the prophet Elisha, but he could not
make that decision, he wanted to think about it. Of course the mind starts playing
games & finds many reasons why he shouldn't do it. This is a rule that the Rabbis
insist on. If a mitsvah presents itself, do not delay, since it may be lost.

How many times has delay caused setbacks & losses, especially in mitsvot.
If we would imagine that missing a minyan or praying on time is comparable to
missing the last boat or flight to your destination, mitsvot would then be treated
more seriously. Thus one can gain the greatest opportunity in the world in
serving Hakadosh Baruch Hu with true love and respect.

Shabbat Shalom                           HaRav Ezra Zafrani

(Continued from page 1)

Stories of Gedolim
In his later years, the Rosh Yeshiva  Horav Reuven Grozovsky zt”l suffered from a stroke
which left him incapable of performing many daily tasks. The yeshiva in Monsey set up a
rotation of students to assist Rav Reuven throughout the night, and to assist him in the
morning with washing netilas yadayim and putting on his tefillin. The boys  viewed the
opportunity to assist the Rosh Yeshiva as a tremendous zchus and were delighted to be
meshamesh (serve) a talmid chochom.

One morning, one of the younger bochrim was called upon to take care of R’ Reuven’s
morning needs. With excitement and trepidation, the bochur waited for the Rosh
Yeshiva to awaken. When R’ Reuven did, the boy quickly went over to wash R’ Reuven’s
hands. He tried to pour the water over the first hand, but, unfortunately miscalculated
and missed the Rosh Yeshiva’s hand and wet the Rosh Yeshiva’s bed. Slightly shaken up,
the boy tried again, but as a result of a stroke, the Rosh Yeshiva’s hand sometimes
moved  involuntarily. As the boy was pouring, the Rosh Yeshiva’s hand suddenly jerked
up and the boy once again missed. Utterly embarrassed, the boy tried a third time and
was finally successful. Next was time for hanochas tefillin. The boy, ashamed at how he
had wet the Rosh Yeshiva and failed so miserably at the previous task finished up the
morning routine, wanting to put the entire episode behind him. The Rosh Yeshiva
however, was in no rush to send off his benefactor and asked the bochur for his name.
“Yisroel Belsky” came the reply. R’ Reuven proceeded to ask about the boy’s welfare and
learning. Having calmed down a bit the bochur responded to R’ Reuven’s inquiries and
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THE TRAP-DOOR SPIDER

Although only an inch long, the female trap-door
spider makes excellent doors and latches. After
digging a burrow six inches deep into soft ground, she lines the walls with silk,
and then builds the front door.

The door is a circular lid about three-quarters of an inch across. A silken hinge is
placed on one end, and gravel on the bottom. In this way, as soon as the lid is
pulled over, it falls shut by its own weight. The top part of the door exactly
matches the surroundings; and because it just happens to have a carefully made
bevelled edge, the door cannot by the closest inspection be seen when closed.
Throughout the day, the door remains shut, and the little spider inside is well-
protected from enemies. When evening comes, the door is lifted and the little
creature peers out to see if it is dark enough to begin the night's work.

With the door open wide, the spider sits there, with two front feet sticking out,
awaiting passers-by. When an insect happens by, the door is shut and dinner is
served.

All this from a creature with a brain the size of a pin. This spider shuts the door
on any evolutionist!

Rabbi Eliyahu Tobal

נפלאות הבורא
Hashems Amazing World

then left the Rosh Yeshiva happy and relieved.  When the
bochur related the morning’s events, he was met with

surprised expressions. Never , in all his life had R’ Reuven Grozovsky engaged in any type
of mundane conversation while wearing his tefillin! How could he have spoken with this
young bochur after putting on his tefillin? And then they realized R’ Reuven surely sensed
the boy’s embarrassment at having missed the Rosh Yeshiva’s hand during netilas
yadayim. Although the bochur had unintentionally wet R’ Reuven, he was no doubt
ashamed at what he had done. Sensing this, R’ Reuven spoke to the boy in order to calm
him and uplift his spirits. Although he was always machmir not to speak idly while wearing
his tefillin, R’ Reuven overlooked  this stringency to ensure that a bochur’s feelings and
self-esteem were upheld.

The bochur never forgot the tremendous lesson he had been taught and how carefully R’
Reuven was with his dignity. He grew up to become Rov Yisroel Belsky zt”l, the Rosh
Yeshiva of Torah Vodaas, who also was known  for his care of every talmid and sensitivity
for their needs.

Stories of Gedolim cont…
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הליכות עולם
Weekly Halachot

The Prohibition of Cooking on Shabbat (Week 2)

General stages of cooking
There are different stages of the cooking process, and all are
forbidden on Shabbat - such as boiling water, adding the food
and spices to the pot, stirring the pot, etc.
It is therefore recommended to have all the Shabbat food fully
cooked before Shabbat begins.
 The following are examples of the different stages:
1. Cooking uncooked foods and boiling liquids on Shabbat
The melacha of cooking is making food edible, which our
Hachamim termed as-מאכל בן דרוסאי - slightly edible food. The
exact amount of cooking which is considered slightly edible,
according to Rashi, is one-third cooked but according to the
Rambam its half cooked. However, all agree that even to just
begin the cooking process is forbidden.
The minimum temperature that constitutes cooking with re-
gard to liquids is termed - “a hand draws back”- סולדת בו
Meaning, for example, water which is so hot that if one.יד
placed his finger in it, he would immediately pull his finger out
because of its high temperature. Rabbi Moshe Feinstein זצ"ל
ruled that we are stringent, and consider the temperature of
110 degrees Fahrenheit to be “a hand draws back,”יד סולדת בו
. However, only the temperature of 160 degrees Fahrenheit
can be considered, definitely, “a hand draws back”.
2. Warming uncooked food on Shabbat
One may not warm uncooked food or cold water by placing
them near a fire that is capable of cooking them, even if one
only intends to warm it up and remove it before it gets hot.
Our Hachamim forbade this as a safeguard, so that one should
not come to forget, and accidentally leave the food there to
cook. However, one may warm uncooked food near a fire in a
place where the food will never reach the temperature of (110
f) “a hand draws back” יד סולדת בו.
3. Accelerating the cooking process
Any act which may help to accelerate the process of cooking
is forbidden on Shabbat. Therefore, one may not accelerate
the process of cooking by either moving a pot of food closer
to the flame, or by transferring it to a higher flame.
4. Stirring a pot of food on Shabbat
It is forbidden to stir a pot of hot food which is not fully
cooked, since the stirring will help the cooking process. Simi-
larly, one may not ladle out food from a pot unless one is
certain that it is fully cooked.
It is proper not to ladle out even fully cooked food from a pot
that is on the fire.
The following are some details of this law:
A) A pot of food which was not fully cooked may not be
stirred, even if the pot was off of the fire. Therefore, one may
not remove food from it with a ladle.
B) If one is in doubt as to whether the food was fully cooked,
it is forbidden to stir it, or to remove any food from the pot.

C) This prohibition of stirring while the food is off the fire only
applies to food which is still hot .יד סולדת בו
D) According to some poskim, one may not stir, or remove
with a ladle, food from a pot which is on the fire, even if the
food was fully cooked. It is proper to be stringent and refrain
from removing food while it is on the fire. In a case of need,
however, one may be lenient.
E) It is permitted to ladle out food from a pot which is off the
fire, provided that the food is fully cooked. Some poskim allow
one to remove fully cooked food from a pot of food that rests
on a blech, provided that the pot is not opposite the fire.
F) Stirring boiling water does not accelerate the cooking pro-
cess; therefore, one may ladle out water from a pot of hot
water, even if the pot is on the fire. Similarly, one may ladle out
some liquid from a pot of soup.
G) One may cut a piece of chicken or any other dry food, even
while it is still on the fire, since cutting dry food does not cause
any type of advancement of the cooking process.
5. Covering a pot of not fully cooked food
One may not cover a pot of hot food which is not fully cooked,
even if it is off the fire. If one is in doubt as to whether the food
is fully cooked, then one may not cover it. Therefore, one
should be careful not to uncover a pot which he plans to
recover unless he is sure that the food was fully cooked.
6. Assisting in the completion of the cooking process
Most actions that one performs in the heating of food which
is partially cooked is subject to the prohibition of cooking,
until the food reaches the stage in which most people would
eat it. Therefore, one may not reheat food which was not fully
cooked on Shabbat. Similarly, one must be careful not to stir
or ladle out food from a pot unless one is sure that it is fully
cooked.
It is common to unintentionally under cook certain dry foods,
such as potato burekas or lachma-bagine (meat patties).
Therefore, one must be careful not to reheat such foods until
one is certain that they are fully cooked.
7.  Cooking to evaporate liquid
It is forbidden to place a wet towel on a heating element, such
as a radiator, or near a hot oven, on Shabbat. Although cook-
ing is generally done to prepare food, nevertheless, the pro-
cess of drying a wet towel or any wet cloth is also the melacha
of bishul- cooking.
For example, one may not dry his hands with a towel, and then
place the towel on a hot pot to dry. Similarly, if one’s gloves or
socks got wet from rain or snow, one may not dry them on or
near a radiator on Shabbat.
When warming frozen bread, one must be careful not to have
any ice on it. Since the ice which formed in the freezer was
never cooked, it would be bishul to warm it up.

-Rabbi Michael Levy


